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Program Presentation 

8.00-
9.00 

Registration and coffee/tea  

9.00-
9.15 

Kerrie Mengersen (QUT) Welcome 

9.15-
9.40  

Sir Peter Donnelly 
(Genomics plc- CEO, 
University of Oxford and 
Wellcome Centre for 
Human Genetics)  

 

 

Keynote presentation 

Using Genomics to Understand an Individual’s Risk for 
Common Diseases 

 

9.40-
10.05 

Kristian Lum (Human Rights 
Data Analysis Group) 

Statistical challenges in casualty estimation 
 
An accurate understanding of the magnitude and dynamics of 
casualties during a conflict is important for a variety of reasons, 
including historical memory, retrospective policy analysis, and 
assigning culpability for human rights violations. However, 
during times of conflict and their aftermath, collecting a 
complete or representative sample of casualties can be difficult 
if not impossible. One solution is to apply population estimation 
methods-- sometimes called capture-recapture or multiple 
systems estimation-- to multiple incomplete lists of casualties 
to estimate the number of deaths not recorded on any of the 
lists. In this talk, I give an introduction to the procedures by 
which population estimation is performed in the context of 
conflict mortality, which mainly consists of a record linkage 
step followed by capture-recapture estimation. I then describe 
some of my recent work in this area, which is directed at 
elucidating the limitations of these statistical methods and 
proposing variants with better properties. I will conclude with a 
discussion of open questions in this challenging area of applied 
statistics. 
 

10.05-
10.30 

David Corliss (PeaceWork) Forecasting Genocide: A Matched Case-Control Study 
 
In this matched case-control study, 18 known genocide 
perpetrator countries were each matched to the most similar 
country in the same global region which had not committed 
genocide. A database integrated country-level data from a 
number of sources, including the World Bank, CIA, human 
rights organizations, PISA education survey data, and others. 
A RandomForest model identified variables with measurable 
association to genocide events. Logistic Regression and 
Decision Tree methods were applied to the screened list of 
variables and odds ratios are calculated to assess the relative 



risk of different factors. A logistic regression model forecasting 
propensity to commit genocide in the next five years was 
developed, including several economic factors, different types 
of human rights violations, and the missingness pattern in the 
PISA data. Applying the model to other countries, those 
identified as highest risk for genocide beginning in the near- to 
mid-term future include Eritrea, Western Sahara, and Guinea.   

 

10.30-
11.00 

Morning tea  

11.00-
11.25 

Logan Graham (Rhodes 
Artificial Intelligence Lab) 

Progressing by Regressing: Building ML-for-Good Teams 
 
Often the hardest part of tackling societal challenges with 
machine learning is the complexity of the modeling problem 
and model deployment. Using the case study of RAIL, an 
applied ML-for-good student lab at the University of Oxford, we 
discuss the methodology behind rapid problem-solving and 
prototyping development using machine learning for societal 
challenges. RAIL has successfully applied this approach 
working on projects with Google, the City of New York, Public 
Health England, various universities, and others, working on 
problems from better homelessness service targeting to 
renewables markets predictions. We conclude introducing 
newly-created teams and approaches for rapid ML prototyping 
for societal challenges. 
 

11.25-
11.50 

Jacqueline Davis 
(Amsterdam) 

Food security in Africa: Food4Cities 
 
As the urban population in South Africa continues to grow, 
challenges in food supply and demand will increasingly be 
transferred to cities. Rapid urban growth puts increasing 
demands on limited resources, requiring novel ways of 
forecasting for sensible management. South Africa's social and 
institutional history further complicate the communication 
between key actors and the trade-offs between food security 
and other development goals. To meet this challenge, 
Food4Cities aims to develop quantitative analysis and 
assessment tools to help municipal authorities plan for future 
food systems. A conceptual framework combines Bayesian 
networks, transition models, and geo-spatial models of land 
use change and urban growth, to triangulate a model structure 
representing food flows of rapidly developing South African 
cities and their surrounding landscapes. The model is 
parameterised with information from research synthesis, 
expert interviews, geo-referenced official and satellite data, 
and household surveys.  A range of future scenarios are 
developed and tested for trade-offs and synergies between 
different actors in the food system and between food security 
and other development goals. The method is demonstrated in 
the Breede Valley catchment area of the Western Cape, 
including the rapidly growing city of Worcester. 
 



11.50-
12.15 

Louise Ryan (University of 
Technology, Sydney) 

 Statistics and Public Policy 
 
This presentation will highlight the importance of sound 
statistical thinking to inform public policy decision 
making.  Drawing on examples from 
Environmental health, coal train management and water 
resource management, the speaker will talk about various 
strategies for helping policy makers take account 
of uncertainty.  The important of high quality communication 
will be emphasized. 
 

12.15-
12.40 

Nial Friel (Insight, Ireland) A statistical analysis of the company-director network of 
Irish companies 2003-2013: towards understanding the 
financial crash. 
 
Abstract: The recent global financial crash and end of the 
Celtic tiger boom has had a serious impact on the Irish 
economy. It has been suggested that interlocking directorship, 
the practice of directors simultaneously sitting on multiple 
company boards may have been an aggravator. To help 
answer this, we carried out a network analysis of the 
leading Irish companies and their directors from 2003 to 2013, 
encompassing the end of the Celtic Tiger boom and the 
ensuing financial crisis in 2008. We develop a statistical model 
for this dataset by embedding the positions of companies and 
directors in a latent space. Our analysis reveals that the level 
of interlocking, as measured by a contraction of the latent 
space, increased before and during the crisis, reaching a peak 
in 2009, and has generally stabilized since then. 

 

12.40-
13.40 

Lunch  

13.40-
14.05 

Antonietta Mira (USI, 
Switzerland) 

Network data science for social good 
 
I will present various examples of successful statistical models 
of network/relational type data with applications to social good 
such as:  

• network of hospitals that transfer patients for better 
medical policies 

• brain functional and structural network for better 
understanding of mental diseases such as autism, 
news spreading on social networks for better control of 
fake news circulation; 

• and infection diseases spreading on contact network for 
better health management. 
 

14.05-
14.30 

Susanna Cramb (Australian 
Cancer Atlas) 

Mapping cancer outcomes to identify and address 
inequities: the Australian Cancer Atlas 

Each year 145,000 Australians are diagnosed with cancer. 
Although differences in incidence and survival were known 



between States and by large remoteness areas, no-one had 
examined small-area patterns for both outcomes. 

Bayesian hierarchical models were applied to data from the 
Australian Cancer Database to examine variation in cancer 
incidence and survival across 2148 small areas (Statistical 
Areas level 2). Twenty different cancer types were examined 
by sex (males, females, all persons), giving a total of 50 
cancer-sex combinations. Results are freely available online 
(atlas.cancer.org.au). 

This detailed work revealed stark geographical inequities for 
some cancer types, especially head and neck, melanoma, 
liver, lung and prostate. Survival for all cancers combined was 
found to be poorer among many remote and northern areas of 
Australia. Additional analyses to map patterns in cancer 
screening and treatment is ongoing. 

The Australian Cancer Atlas along with previous mapping work 
provide a clear demonstration of how appropriate analyses 
combined with effective visualisations can be used to identify 
and ultimately address inequities 

 

14.30-
14.55 

Jacinta Holloway (ACEMS, 
QUT) 

Satellite image analysis to monitor Sustainable 
Development Goals 

Satellite images are a useful data source identified by the 
United Nations for monitoring sustainable development goals 
(SDGs) such as forest cover around the world. A key issue 
with these free images are missing data due to cloud cover, 
particularly in tropical areas where forest monitoring is most 
important. There are approaches to fill these gaps such as 
compositing and kriging methods, however these are not ideal 
solutions. We simulate our own cloud patterns in order to test 
the effectiveness of our approach; using decision trees which 
leverage spatial autocorrelation and available spectral data to 
accurately interpolate the missing data. 
  
Based on the case study results from a sub-tropical site in 
Australia, we show that our approach provides a fast, accurate 
alternative for interpolating images and performing land cover 
classification. I will describe how the methods are being 
extended and next steps being taken towards sharing our 
cloud simulation approach and decision tree approach through 
the United Nations Global Platform. 
 

14.55-
15.20 

Julie Vercelloni (ACEMS, 
QUT) 

Virtual Reef Diver 

The Virtual Reef Diver is a unique online platform that 
harnesses the power of citizen science for the Reef. Citizen 
scientists can help monitor the Great Barrier Reef by 
classifying underwater images from their living room or by 
submitting dive photos from their own adventures. Using 



ground-breaking statistical analysis, Virtual Reef Diver 
combines crowd-sourced information with existing monitoring 
efforts to map the Reef's health. Virtual Reef Diver is 
dramatically increasing the amount of valuable scientific 
information that reef managers can use to make better 
decisions at a scale not previously achieved.  

 

15.20-
15.35 

Afternoon tea break  

15.35-
16.00 

Joshua Bon (ACEMS, QUT, 
Sunny Street Vollie) 

Simple Stats for Sunny Street 
 
Sunny Street are a GP and nursing mobile outreach unit who 
provide healthcare for those experiencing homelessness and 
vulnerability in Brisbane and the Sunshine Coast. Since late 
2018, Sunny Street have been using simple stats to identify 
specific needs in the community, and demonstrate impact to 
stakeholders. They are currently working toward collecting data 
on the types and duration of conversations during clinics with 
Cogniom. This talk will discuss my statistical journey with 
Sunny Street thus far, the future (and not so simple) stats that 
we are planning, and the benefits and challenges of working in 
this sector. If time permits, a discussion on how universities 
and industry can better engage with small, local not-for-profit 
can follow the talk. For more information see: 
https://sunnystreet.org/our-story/ 
https://www.cogniom.com/our-journey/community-projects/  

 

16.00-
16.25 

Mark Lawrence (Mark 
Lawrence Group) 

The Effective and Ethical Development of Artificial 
Intelligence in Australia: Opportunities, Challenges and 
Risks in Financial Services  
 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) 
techniques and approaches are transforming industry across 
all sectors of the Australian economy. Indeed, strategic 
investment in AI development is considered crucial to 
future  growth of the Australian economy.  
 
However, the adoption of these approaches raises important 
ethical, social, legal, regulatory and governance considerations 
and involves substantial risks which must be successfully 
addressed in order to ensure that AI adoption will enhance 
wellbeing and provide benefits throughout society. In response 
to the rapid advancements in AI, several countries have 
developed national strategies to drive competitive advantage 
and leadership in the development and regulation of AI 
technologies. 
 
In this talk, we first quickly review several important, current 
national developments and 2019 reports by the Australian 
Council of Learned Academies (ACOLA) and the Department 
of Industry, Innovation and Science together with CSIRO 
Data61. We highlight selected key findings, ethical principles 

https://sunnystreet.org/our-story/
https://www.cogniom.com/our-journey/community-projects/


and recommendations to maximise the future benefits and 
build the right foundations for the adoption, adaptation and 
development of AI technologies in Australia. 
 
In order to provide a practical illustration of some of the key 
issues and challenges within a particular industry, in the 
second part of the talk we provide some specific examples of 
how these AI and ML techniques are being used in financial 
services today. We then highlight and explain a few of the 
important challenges and associated regulatory, legal and 
governance issues which arise in finance, including the need 
for "fairness", accountability and "explainability" of model 
outcomes.  
 
Our objective is to at least partially illuminate (as time permits) 
the very complex challenges which arise in finance for 
companies, boards, regulators and government in trying to 
ensure that these AI and ML techniques are deployed, 
controlled and regulated only to the benefit of society - for the 
social good. Going forward, in light of the unique role that 
banks play in our economy, the way that these important 
issues in financial services are resolved has the potential to 
directly impact the well-being of every member of Australian 
society. 
 
Many of the important challenges in finance, including 
workforce skills, the elimination of bias, transparency, fairness, 
privacy protection and data security, and the establishment of 
appropriate legal and regulatory frameworks to underpin trust 
in society are also applicable more broadly across all industry 
sectors. 
 
 

16.25-
16.35 

David Lovell (QUT) Close 

 

 
Launch of the QUT Centre for Data Science to follow, 17.30-19.00 


